
ImagiCreation’s Emotional Freedom Program: Class Four 
 
Important: When mirroring someone or doing any other kind of transformational processes, 
you must be able to put your “stuff” aside. I call this getting Meta, which means getting 
beyond something. It is much easier to do this with someone who is client rather than a 
friend, family member or lover. It is very different from regular conversation when we are 
being personal and will talk about ourselves. You can visualize taking all your feelings, 
memories etc. and putting them in a bottle. When you are mirroring someone with whom 
you have a relationship other than practitioner and client, you might get full. It is 
appropriate to let them know that you are not able to mirror anymore if you have that 
understanding. If not, knowing that you are full, disengage in whatever way is appropriate 
to the situation.  
 
Helping someone to transform their bodies, as with emotions, is based on three things: 
 

1) The facilitator sees and knows that the client is an amazing, beautiful Infinite 
Being. This is my definition of a Master. He knows that he is a Master, regardless of 
the “out picture” (physical reality) and he sees the mastery in others, regardless of 
the out picture.  
 
2) There is a safe space of non-judgment. Best case scenario, the practitioner has 
worked through their own shadow, and has embraced those parts of themselves 
that they have judged. but we are all human and so often you just need to get Meta 
to your own stuff.  
 
3) The practitioner has no attachment to “fixing” the client. The less attachment that 
you have, the greater the possibilities. This is the idea that the practitioner does not 
“care”. If you are attached you are likely to take on the clients other person’s stuff. 

 
Using Windows: a Tool and a Practice 
 
Imagine a small window in front of you. If the window is closed and you feel the glass 
pane, the answer is no. If the window is open and your hand goes through, the answer is 
yes. 
 
This is especially good for the question, “Is this process complete?” 
 
The Body Hologram 
 
Invite your client’s energy to show up for you as a Body Hologram. This is an energetic 
model of the person. For me it is about 18 inches tall.  
 
Slowly pass your hand through the Body Hologram using the same perception that you 
used for the window. What do you notice? 
 
Things to look for: 
Areas of heat or cold 
Areas (or the whole thing) that feel empty or dense 
Is the person actually in their body? 



How are different areas connected? 
Is there “stuff” in there (colors, textures, emotions etc.)? 
 
 
What is it going to take to transform / clear this? 
 
This is the question that you will ask most frequently. Ask and wait for what shows up. If 
you get something and are not sure how to use it, simply as “What do I do with this?”  
 
 
Point of Creation 
 
“What is the point of creation of this?” This is another great question. Ask and wait for what 
shows up. You can also ask, “Is this from this life?” or “Is this from a past life?”  
 
You might get pictures from the clients childhood or from past lives. 
 

Past Life / Lives 
 
For me this shows up as a line going out behind the body hologram. I follow that 
line, asking, “What do I need to know about this?” and see what shows up. If you 
get pictures or feelings about the lifetime share it with the client. Ask if they are 
noticing anything. What you get could be a specific lifetime or a composite of two or 
more. Either way, just go with it. You are receiving the information you need to shift 
the energy.  
 
Usually, something “bad” and traumatic happened and the person made some kind 
of decision or vow based on that experience.  
 

Example: I had a lifetime in which I was a mother and I left my children to 
pursue my own “happiness”. When I returned they had all died (and my 
pursuit of happiness had failed too). I made a vow that I would never be a 
“bad mom” again. This locked me into being a “good mom” even if it meant 
sacrificing myself. 
 

Help the person to feel the emotions that have locked in the past life beliefs and 
limitation. Encourage them to feel compassion for all the people involved in the 
situation, especially themselves.  
 
Are there any decisions, vows etc. that were made based on that experience? Are 
they willing to un-create them? When the emotions are released, usually people are 
ready to let go of the decisions or vows. You can use the Golden Mesh to facilitate 
this process. Also, invite the person to receive the past life person’s energies back 
into themselves. Note: Notice if there are any positive qualities that the past life 
personality had that might support the current incarnation.  
 
 
 
 



Childhood 
 
I usually see a child and I sometimes get the age, sometimes I guess based on how 
old the child looks/feels. Ask the client, “Do you remember if anything happened to 
you when you were about 4?” Usually there is a piece of the person’s energy stuck 
in that time. Guide your client to going back (on the Wave) to be with the child. 
Encourage the client to speak directly to the child, letting her know that she is loved, 
seen, safe, not at fault, etc.  
 
Then bring the child back to here and now. There can be a big emotional release 
from this process. Simply listen and mirror back the client’s experience. 
 
Encourage the client to spend time with his/her inner child, having fun together. 
 
 
 

Keep asking questions, silently or out loud as feels appropriate: 
 

What do I need to know about this?  
What do I need to do with this?  
What is it going to take to clear or transform this?  
Is there emotional content that needs to be released?  
Does this belong to someone else?  
What is the point of creation?  
Is it from this life?  
Is it from a past life or lives?  
Is it an agreement from the pre-birth planning?  
Did it come through the biological line (Mom and or Dad)?  
Is there person’s energy balanced in their body?  
Is there a place that feels empty? (Often the lower half feels emptier.)  
Do I need to add something?  
Do I need to remove something?  
Do I need to move something?  
Is there an element (or elements) that needs to be added?  
Is there a color (or colors) that needs to be used?  
How are different areas connected?  
Is there emotional content?  
Is there judgment of certain energies (sexual, anger etc.)  

 
 


